Systematic Engineering of a Protein Nanocage for High-yield, Site-specific Modification
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ABSTRACT: Site-specific protein modification is a widely-used strategy to attach drugs, imaging agents, or other useful small molecules to protein carriers. N-terminal modification is particularly useful as a high-yielding, site-selective modification strategy that can be compatible with a wide array of proteins. However, this modification strategy is incompatible with proteins with buried or sterically-hindered N termini, such as virus-like particles like the well-studied MS2 bacteriophage coat protein. To assess VLPs with improved compatibility with these techniques, we generated a targeted library based on the MS2-derived protein cage with N-terminal proline residues followed by three variable positions. We subjected the library to assembly, heat, and chemical selections, and identified variants that were modified in high yield with no reduction in thermostability. Positive charge adjacent to the native N terminus is surprisingly beneficial for successful extension, and over 50% of the highest performing variants contained positive charge at this position. Taken together, these studies described nonintuitive design rules governing N-terminal extensions and identified successful extensions with high modification potential.

Introduction

Site-specific bioconjugation techniques are widely used to produce useful conjugate biomaterials. Many recently-developed N-terminal modification strategies are of particular interest, as these reactions are high-yielding, can proceed under mild reaction conditions, and have the capacity to be site-selective.1-9 Because nearly all proteins contain a single instance of an N terminus, these reactions are useful in a wide variety of contexts,10 including the loading of cargo onto protein carriers11 or the development of new biomaterials.12,13 However, such reactions require free N-terminal residues that are uninvolved in secondary structure, limiting their usefulness on proteins with sterically-hindered N termini. One such case is the MS2 bacteriophage, a well-studied protein nanocage that is being actively explored for applications in drug delivery,14-16 disease imaging,17 vaccines,18,19 and biomaterials.20-22 Limited genetic manipulations can be made to the MS2 coat protein (CP) without disrupting the assembly state,23 and many inter- and intra-subunit contacts make mutability challenging to predict.24 Additionally, the native N terminus is sterically hindered, and efforts to extend the N terminus have had limited success.25 As such, currently developed N-terminal modification strategies are not compatible with the MS2 CP. Instead, the attachment of targeting groups to the exterior of the MS2 CP either relies on nonspecific chemistry, such as lysine modification, or requires the incorporation of non-standard amino acids, lowering expression yields and complicating protocols.26,27 The usefulness of the MS2 scaffold would be expanded substantially by enabling N-terminal modification of the CP in a manner that yields stable, easy-to-produce, and modifiable virus-like particles (VLPs).

Here, we combine a systematically generated library with direct functional selections to identify N-terminally extended variants of the MS2 CP that are well-assembled, thermostable, and amenable to chemical modification (Figure 1). In addition to identifying highly useful extensions that can be modified to >99% by oxidative couplings between the N terminus and oxidized catechols, we also uncovered surprising design rules governing which extensions are compatible with particle assembly. Of 8,000 possible combinations of N-terminal extensions, merely 3% of the library remained assembled through stringent chemical and thermal selections. In addition to identifying useful VLP variants for biomedical applications, this study represents the first time that chemical modification conditions have been used as a selection for protein fitness. This approach could be adapted to study the modification efficiency for other reactions or protein substrates, and could provide rich information about the effects of amino acid sequence on reactivity.

Results and Discussion

Characterization of a comprehensive N-terminally extended MS2 bacteriophage library
The MS2 VLP is a 27 nm icosahedral particle that is composed of 180 copies of a protein monomer. Three N termini of these quasi-equivalent proteins are clustered together, forming a triangle with lengths of 11.7 Å, 12.8 Å, and 7.9 Å (Figure 2a). This sterically confined local environment suggests that few N-terminal extensions would be compatible with particle assembly. As such, we sought to use Systematic Mutagenesis and Assembled Particle Selection (SyMAPS), a technique developed previously in our labs, to evaluate all possible proline-terminated extensions of the MS2 CP with the pattern P-X-X-X-MS2, where X represents all amino acids. As shown in Figure 1a, an NNK-based strategy was used to encode all variants while minimizing biases due to genetic code redundancies. Following expression, the N-terminal methionine of wild-type MS2 CP is cleaved, yielding an alanine in position one. In the library, extensions were appended directly before alanine 1, starting with a –1 position. With this numbering, the N-terminal proline is located at the –4 position (Figure 2b). Proline also is compatible with efficient methionine cleavage, leading to a library with four total extended residues. The invariant N-terminal proline was chosen because these residues were shown to modify to high conversion via an oxidative coupling bioconjugation reaction (Figure 1b). Using SyMAPS, we characterized the assembly competency of each variant in the P-X-X-X-MS2 library, generating an Apparent Fitness Landscape (AFL). We generated a quantitative assembly score for every mutant in the targeted library by comparing the relative log% abundance of each variant before and after an assembly selection with size exclusion chromatography (SEC), identifying the subset of P-X-X-X-MS2 extensions that were competent for VLP assembly (Figure 3, Supplementary Figure 1). In addition, we generated a non-proline terminated library, X-X-X-MS2, to distinguish which assembly trends were general and which were specific to a proline at position –4 (Supplemental Figure 2).

Of the 8,000 variants, around 92% were observed in the starting plasmid library, consistent with coverage of previous SyMAPS libraries. Of these, 48% were absent in the VLP library after the assembly selection, indicating that these extensions likely did not permit assembly. Around 24% of the variants scored Apparent Fitness Score (AFS) values greater than 0.2, indicating that assembly occurred readily. Variants with a nonsense mutation had an average AFS value of –3.0 with a standard deviation of 1.5, indicating that these sequences were depleted from the population of selected VLPs by 1000-fold. We observed striking trends in the AFL when the data were grouped by the identity of the –1 position (or the position nearest to the native N-terminus) (Figure 3). We evaluated the number of variants with P-X-X-Z-MS2 that were compatible with assembly (Figure 4a), where Z is the
amino acid at the –1 position. Positive charge was particularly well-tolerated at this position and enabled a wide variety of extensions with the pattern P-X-X-[R/K]-MS2 (Figure 3, Figure 4a). This was surprising given the sterically hindered environment of the N terminus in the MS2 CP. Nearly 80% of extensions with the pattern P-X-X-R-MS2 assembled (AFS value > 0.2), and over 60% of extensions with P-X-X-K-MS2 assembled, compared to merely 12% of P-X-X-D-MS2 and 8% of P-X-X-E-MS2. These results suggest that the beneficial effect is due specifically to positive charges rather than any charge at all.

Glycine and alanine, both common choices for rational N-terminal extensions, performed worse than expected compared to other amino acids, with 23% and 18% extensions permitted, respectively (Figure 4a). More intuitively, bulky residues such as tryptophan, phenylalanine, or leucine were poorly tolerated at the –1 position, while small or polar residues like serine or asparagine performed well. Interestingly, histidine was also relatively well-tolerated and was the fifth most permitted amino acid at this position; however, only 40% of extensions with the pattern P-X-X-H-MS2 assembled, which is far lower than either arginine or lysine.

To visualize this effect, we plotted a histogram of Apparent Fitness Score (AFS) values with arginine or lysine at the –1 position compared to all other AFS values (Figure 4b). These residues in this position shift the average AFS values to be more positive, indicating that a higher percent of variants was compatible with self-assembly. Additionally, a histogram of arginine or lysine in the –1 position was compared with arginine or lysine at the –2 or –3 position to evaluate whether this effect was location specific. In this case, a notable shift to more positive AFS values was found with arginine or lysine only at the –1 position, suggesting the charge effect is indeed specific to this location (Figure 4c). A larger version of the data for arginine in position –1 appears in Figure 4d.

Finally, we confirmed that these trends were similar to N-terminal extensions in the absence of proline in the –4 position (Supplemental Figure 2). In this library, X-X-[K/R]-MS2 also resulted in a disproportionately high number of assembled particles compared to other amino acids at the –1 position, indicating that this trend is likely general for N-terminal extensions of the MS2 CP rather than specific to those with starting with proline.

We hypothesize that the benefit of positive charge at the –1 position is governed by inter-monomer salt bridges formed by the extended N termini. In assembled MS2 VLPs, the C termini are positioned near the N termini of adjacent monomers; as such, a salt bridge is feasible between the C-terminal carboxyl group and the positively charged arginine or lysine side chains. Presumably, this interaction is less effective when arginine or lysine is in the –2 or –3 site. The positional specificity of this interaction highlights the remarkable level of detail offered by a comprehensive mutational strategy such as SyMAPS.

**Direct functional selections for HiPerX variants**

The chemical modification of VLPs imposes a number of challenges to self-assembly, and any useful variant must tolerate reaction conditions as well as strain introduced by the covalent attachment of new functionality. As such, we designed a selection for tolerance to chemical modification conditions to identify variants that are well-suited for use as protein scaffolds. We used an N-terminal oxidative coupling reaction for this challenge. The oxidative coupling uses a mild metal oxidant to convert methoxyphenols, aminophenols, and catechols to ortho-quinone and ortho-iminoquinone intermediates that react selectively with anilines, reduced cysteines, and N-terminal amines of proteins or peptides. In this study, we used aminophenols and catechols as ortho-quinone precursors, as both can be rapidly oxidized via K\textsubscript{3}Fe(CN)\textsubscript{6} (Figure 1b).

The library was chemically coupled to DNA oligomers bearing o-aminophenol handles, simultaneously exposing the library to chemical modification conditions and to the strain of coupling large biomolecules to the VLP surfaces (Figure 5a). Variants that remained assembled under these conditions were enriched through HPLC SEC and sequenced. As with the assembly-selected AFL, we compared percent abundance of the library after the selection to the plasmid library to generate a quantitative score of chemical modification compatibility. As a complement, we also evaluated the thermostability of all variants, subjecting the library to 50 °C for 10 min to differentiate between

---

**Figure 2.** N termini of the MS2 capsid coat protein (MS2 CP) monomers. A) The N-terminal positions of the A (red), B (blue), and C (green) quasiequivalent forms are clustered nearby. B) The –1 (cyan), –2 (purple), –3 (orange), and –4 (proline, yellow) positions are indicated in relation to the native N terminus (alanine) of the MS2 CP.

---

**Figure 4a.** The –1 position was particularly well-tolerated at this position and enabled a wide variety of extensions with the pattern P-X-X-[R/K]-MS2. Nearly 80% of extensions with the pattern P-X-X-R-MS2 assembled (AFS value > 0.2), and over 60% of extensions with P-X-X-K-MS2 assembled, compared to merely 12% of P-X-X-D-MS2 and 8% of P-X-X-E-MS2. These results suggest that the beneficial effect is due specifically to positive charges rather than any charge at all.

---

**Figure 4b.** To visualize this effect, we plotted a histogram of Apparent Fitness Score (AFS) values with arginine or lysine at the –1 position compared to all other AFS values. These residues in this position shift the average AFS values to be more positive, indicating that a higher percent of variants was compatible with self-assembly. Additionally, a histogram of arginine or lysine in the –1 position was compared with arginine or lysine at the –2 or –3 position to evaluate whether this effect was location specific. In this case, a notable shift to more positive AFS values was found with arginine or lysine only at the –1 position, suggesting the charge effect is indeed specific to this location.

---

**Figure 4c.** A larger version of the data for arginine in position –1 appears in Figure 4d.

---

**Figure 4d.** Finally, we confirmed that these trends were similar to N-terminal extensions in the absence of proline in the –4 position (Supplemental Figure 2). In this library, X-X-[K/R]-MS2 also resulted in a disproportionately high number of assembled particles compared to other amino acids at the –1 position, indicating that this trend is likely general for N-terminal extensions of the MS2 CP rather than specific to those with starting with proline.
Figure 3. Apparent Fitness Landscape of P-X-X-X-MS2 N-terminal extensions. Extensions are labeled as the distance from the native N terminus (alanine), and the −1 position is indicated in the upper left corner of each quadrant. Blue indicates highly enriched amino acids, and red indicates combinations that are not enriched. Dark red indicates combinations that were present in the plasmid library but absent in the VLP library. Missing values are shown in white. The nonsense mutations are marked with asterisks.
wild-type-like variants and those with reduced thermostability. As a comparison, the wild-type VLPs are stable up to 65 °C. Variants that remained assembled after this challenge were also purified by HPLC SEC, sequenced, and processed to generate a heat-selected AFL.

Surprisingly, the chemical modification selection was more stringent than the thermal selection: only 16% of the mutants were assembled following exposure to chemical modification conditions, while 22% of the mutants tolerated 50 °C for 10 min. In addition, chemical modification and thermostability scores showed stark differences in trends when compared to assembly-selected AFS values. While variants with multiple positive charges expressed and assembled far better than the library average (61% compared to 24%), these VLPs were almost universally sensitive to chemical and thermal challenges, suggesting that these types of extensions are unstable and therefore undesirable. Histidine behaved similarly in these challenges, and histidine at the –1 position when combined with positive charge at the –2 or –3 position was sensitive to thermal or chemical challenges. AFLs following thermal (Supplemental Figure 3) or chemical modification (Supplemental Figure 4) challenges present this phenomenon as distinct red bands within plots in which lysine and arginine are grouped by the –1 position. These data exhibit why functional challenges to variant libraries are crucial to disentangle subtle changes to VLP properties.

We next sought to generate insight into the variants performing well across all selections, which included assembly, thermal stability, and oxidative coupling selections. We generated an aggregate AFL that incorporated the results of each enrichment, in which a stringent threshold score for each parameter was used to isolate the most promising and useful variants. This aggregate AFL identified 238 thermally-stable, chemically-modifiable N-terminal extensions of the MS2 CP, indicated in blue (Figure 5b, Supplementary Figure 5), and termed High Performing eXtended (HiPerX) variants. Consistent with the findings above, 129 of these 238 variants possessed lysine or arginine at the –1 position, accounting for 54% of the HiPerX variants (Figure 5c, d). With a stringent score of 10-fold enrichment in all selections, most amino acids at the –1 position resulted in few or no HiPerX variants. Interestingly, unsuccessful sequences included glycine, which is commonly used in rational design to engineer extensions or linkers between protein domains. Branched amino acids were also poorly tolerated at the –1 position: a comparison between serine and threonine at the –1 position revealed that threonine performed far worse than serine. Proline was better tolerated and outperformed glycine, even though these extensions have at least two proline residues in the first four amino acids.

We also found many nonintuitive results that diverged from common protein engineering assumptions. For example, tyrosine at the –2 or –3 position, when combined with arginine at the –1 position, was observed in many HiPerX variants. Combinations with multiple charges (P-D-H-R-MS2) or multiple large amino acids (P-S-Y-R-MS2) are also assembly-competent, thermostable, and highly modifiable extensions. In particular, P-D-X-R-MS2 folded well across a broad range of X identities, such as when X was a small residue like serine, a hydrophobic residue such as isoleucine, or a polar, bulky residue like tyrosine.

Bulky residues were tolerated at the –2 and –3 position in combination with arginine at the –1 position; however, by
this metric, multiple positive charges were still detrimental to VLP stability. Even negative charge could not rescue stability in nearly all of these cases. The only extensions with multiple positive charges with any increased stability are P-D-K-[K/R]-MS2, which are thermally stable but do not tolerate chemical modification. Additionally, glycine was only tolerated at the –3 position, and even then, only when there is a positively-charged residue at the –1 position.

These trends, where multiply-charged or bulky combinations of residues are permitted, are difficult to reconcile with the structure of the N-terminus of the MS2 CP. For example, the close proximity of the monomer N termini means that an extension like P-S-Y-R-MS2 positions multiple large and/or charged residues within 9 to 12 Å. These results also contrast with most rational N-terminal extensions, which rely on small residues such as serine or glycine to disrupt the local protein folding environment minimally.

We hypothesize that many of these mutations may enhance the critical charge interactions that make lysine and arginine desirable variants. For example, hydrophobic residues at the –2 position could create a more hydrophobic environment, reducing the local dielectric constant. This in turn could strengthen the interactions involved in the proposed salt bridges. Alternatively, nonpolar residues in the –2 or –3 position could interact through hydrophobic effects.

Regardless of the cause, in the absence of a systematic library approach and direct functional selections, these many nonintuitive yet critical findings would almost certainly have been missed. Ultimately, only 3% of the 8000 possible P-X-X-X-MS2 extensions were identified as HiPerX variants, enriched in assembly, thermal stability, and chemical modification.

Characterization and modification of HiPerX variants

We sought to validate trends identified in high-throughput sequencing and to characterize the usefulness of HiPerX variants as protein scaffolds. To do so, five randomly-selected HiPerX variants with P-X-X-R-MS2 extensions were cloned and evaluated individually. These variants were selected because this population showed the largest enrichment of across all challenges. All five variants expressed in high yield, formed assembled VLPs, and tolerated the thermal challenge of 50 ºC for 10 min, supporting the quality of the AFLs (Supplemental Figure 6).

We next evaluated whether the engineered extensions indeed enhanced reactivity to the N-terminal oxidative coupling reaction. We performed a reactivity test to modify the VLP N termini with a small molecule catechol derivative (Figure 6a). Gratifyingly, all tested variants showed a

**Figure 5.** Combined Fitness Landscape of the P-X-X-X-MS2 N-terminal extensions. A) The chemical modification-based selection of the variant library employs bioconjugation to a 25 bp DNA strand. B) A color key is provided for the combined AFL data. (+++) indicates a score greater than 1.0 in the selection, and HiPerX, or high performing extensions, are indicated in blue. (--) indicates a score less than 1.0 in the selection. Combined AFLs are displayed for extensions (C) P-X-X-R-MS2 and (D) P-X-X-K-MS2. The full combined fitness landscape can be found in Supplemental Figure 4.
significant enhancement in reaction conversion compared to the wild-type MS2 CP. HiPerX variants showed 36-87% modification, compared to <5% modification in wild-type VLPs (Figure 6b). The dramatic increase in conversion under these conditions is notable in and of itself; additionally, as there are 180 MS2 CPs per VLP, these N-terminally extended variants are capable of displaying up to 65-160 copies of the new functionality per VLP, representing a substantial increase in targeting or drug carrying capabilities. HPLC SEC of modified samples confirmed that all of these VLPs remained assembled after modification (Supplemental Figure 7). This result shows, that for the first time, SyMAPS can be combined with a chemical modification enrichment to identify highly modifiable variants.

Figure 6. Chemical modification of HiPerX MS2 variants. A) An oxidative coupling reaction was evaluated for proline-terminated MS2 variants. B) Mass spectra of chemically-modified HiPerX variants of the MS2 CP are shown. Percent modification is determined by integration of the unmodified (SM) vs modified (+1 mod) peaks.

We next sought to evaluate whether these extensions were compatible with other bioconjugation strategies. One such N-terminal modification strategy using 2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde (2PCA) modifies most N terminal residues to high-yield in a single step through a mechanism that is distinct from oxidative coupling reactions (Figure 7b). These two chemistries do not share common intermediates and proceed under different reaction conditions. To evaluate HiPerX variant performance with 2PCA, extended variants and CP[WT] were incubated with excess reagent overnight at room temperature, according to the published protocol. We observed that HiPerX variants resulted in around 80% modification with 2PCA, compared to around 30% modification with CP[WT], even though these extensions were optimized for the K$_3$Fe(CN)$_6$ oxidative coupling reaction (Figure 7d). While the fold improvement was lower for this reaction, an increase from 30% modification (CP[WT]) to 80% (CP[HiPerX]) modification represents a useful increase in the number of functional groups installed on the
exterior, from 50 modifications to 140 modifications (Figure 7e).

We also investigated a new tyrosinase-mediated variant of the oxidative coupling reaction (abTYR) that proceeds through a similar mechanism to $K_3Fe(CN)_6$ oxidative coupling after the ortho-quinone intermediate is produced (Figure 7e). The enzymatic oxidation is compatible with phenols as well as catechols; thus, compatibility with abTYR would widen the scope of potential small molecule partners to include many shelf-stable phenols. We found that modification yields with catechols increased from good (36-87%) to near-quantitative (>99%) in all cases (Figure 7e). In addition, CP[POYR] was found to be compatible with installation and modification of a reactive cysteine in the interior cavity.28 Interior labeling was performed with an AlexaFluor-488 maleimide dye, and modification efficiency with this strategy was high (>99%), as previously reported.16,38–40 More importantly, subsequent exterior modification via abTYR-mediated oxidative coupling also proceeded to over 99% conversion, resulting in doubly modified VLPs with 180 copies of both functionalities (Supplementary Figure 8). All together, these extensions are thermally stable, highly modifiable, and can carry cargo, making them promising carriers with highly desirable properties for a number of biomedical applications.

Extensions are well-assembled and modified in combination with CP[S37P]

Previous work in our lab identified a variant of the MS2 VLP with altered quaternary geometry.41 This CP[S37P] mutation alters the global structure from a 27 nm wild-type-sized VLP to a smaller, 17 nm VLP (Figure 8a). This smaller-sized variant retains similar thermostability and is a useful tool to probe the effect of carrier size directly in applications such as drug delivery or imaging.45 However, the N-terminus of the CP[S37P] is distinct from CP[WT], both in minor structural differences and spatial positioning. To date, the exterior of CP[S37P] has not been modified, and its N terminus is sterically unavailable, similar to the parent CP[WT].

We sought to determine whether HiPerX sequences could be appended to the CP[S37P] structure, enabling facile modification without repeating the library generation and functional selections. Despite the differences in geometry and secondary structure, all three N-terminally extended CP[HiPerX–S37P] variants assembled into well-formed VLPs. Each variant retained the $T=1$ geometry and smaller size, as confirmed by dynamic light scattering (Supplementary Figure 9a). Additionally, variants tolerated 50 ºC for 10 min, indicating that thermostability was preserved in the new genetic background (Supplementary Figure 9b).

We next modified the exterior of the N-terminally extended CP[S37P] variants with the $K_3Fe(CN)_6$ oxidative coupling reaction, appending a catechol small molecule to the N-terminus. We found that CP[HiPerX–S37P] variants modified equally as well as the parent HiPerX variants, achieving >85% modification in all cases (Figure 8b). As a comparison, CP[S37P] modified <5%, indicating that the extensions are critical to achieve high modification rates. Despite changes to surface curvature and quaternary structure geometry, the selected HiPerX variants performed remarkably well as useful N-terminal extensions with CP[S37P]. Furthermore, this presents the first successful exterior modification of MS2 CP[S37P], enabling future study of 17 nm VLP variant as a targeted protein scaffold.

Figure 8. Chemical modification of HiPerX miniMS2 variants (CP[HiPerX–S37P]). A) Crystal structures of CP[WT] and CP[S37P] are shown with N termini highlighted in red and blue, respectively. B) Mass spectra of chemically-modified HiPerX variants of the MS2 CP are shown.

Conclusion

The site-specific modification of proteins is of fundamental importance for many applications, including drug delivery, vaccines, and protein biomaterials. Here, we combined a systematically-generated library with a functional selection under chemical modification conditions to identify variants of the MS2 CP that are highly compatible with N-terminal modification. The fact that only 3% of the library were enriched after the full set of challenges underscores the fact that the introduction of non-native amino acids into proteins remains a nonintuitive process a priori. This is particularly true in the case of self-assembling proteins, as single point mutations lead to amplified effects when propagated throughout the quaternary structure. In this study, an unexpected charge interaction was uncovered that counters these effects, and in some cases, was bolstered by additional hydrophobic interactions. The selection procedure for bioconjugation conditions could be used with many future libraries to identify new reactive sequences. Finally, the MS2 CP variants identified in this study can be doubly modified
to >99% yield on both the interior and exterior surfaces, providing homogeneous carrier materials in two different sizes for a variety of drug delivery applications.
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